New NASA Data:
Global Warming Not Causing Any Polar Ice Retreat

Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead

If you’re going to lie, tell a big lie, tell it often and people will believe it. – Adolf Hitler
By John Eidson | June 11, 2015
Talk about poor timing. Just as President Obama was set to deliver an address about the perils of climate
change to graduates of the Coast Guard Academy, the climate crisis industry took a nuclear-tipped torpedo to
the bow when NASA released stunning new data showing that Earth’s polar ice caps have not receded in the
least since satellites began measuring polar ice in 1979 (see Forbes article below). The report also reveals that
total polar ice extent since the end of 2012 has remained virtually identical to the post-1979 average, a NASA
determination that puts a lie to the mainstream media’s opportunistic hysteria over the temporary Arctic melting phase from 2005 through 2011.
NASA’s blockbuster report totally decapitates one of the most terrifying environmental claims made by Al
Gore, Barack Obama and the UN -- that global warming is melting the polar ice caps. (In 2007, Gore warned
that the Arctic would be ice-free by 2014.) NASA’s finding that the ice caps have undergone zero net melting
over the last thirty-six years eviscerates another “climate change” myth – that rapidly rising seas caused by
melting polar ice threaten the near-term destruction of every coastal city in the world.
Bottom line: The dominoes are falling.
No decline in polar ice + no global warming-induced sea level rise + no catastrophic flooding of coastal cities
+ no significant warming since 1997 + no hurricane pandemic + no vanishing polar bears + no worldwide
crop failures + no mass starvation + fraudulent manipulation of official U.S. climate data + burgeoning scientific dissent = game, set, match.
With 100% of their apocalyptic predictions having self-imploded, and with the pause in global warming set to
enter its third decade, one might think the CEOs of the climate crisis industry would simply acknowledge they
were wrong and move on to something else. Don’t hold your breath. There’s too much money at stake. Their
ONLY proposed remedy for “climate change” is a MASSIVE new tax on energy consumption that will force dramatic downgrades to the lifestyles of every ordinary American, an inconvenient truth that’s shielded from low
information voters.
What would such massive new tax revenues be used for? Not to stop global warming. Global warming stopped
on its own way back in 1997. Instead, the TRILLIONS of dollars in new energy taxes would be used to implement the unstated agenda of powerful climate alarmists in western democracies and the UN: global wealth
redistribution on an epic scale. Ridiculous claim? Another right-wing conspiracy theory? Before deciding,
please consider the following unguarded statement by a top UN official:
“One has to free oneself from the illusion that international climate policy is environmental policy. One
must say clearly that we redistribute de facto the world’s wealth through climate policy.” – Prof. Ott-

mar Edenhofer, co-chair of the International Panel on Climate Change Working Group 3

Must-Read: SECRET ADMISSIONS: What Climate Alarmists Say Among Themselves
Dr. Edenhofer’s shocking admission reveals the hidden agenda of global warming alarmism: using fear of climate collapse to frighten voters to approve massive carbon taxes that would be used to achieve the Utopian
dream of Karl Marx: redistribution of the world’s wealth.
Man-made global warming theory is falling apart at the seams, but don’t expect the socialist ringleaders of the
greatest scientific hoax since Piltdown Man to go away. Their battle cry will remain what it’s been from the
beginning: Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead. In other words, if you’re going to lie, tell a big lie, keep on
telling it and maybe people will eventually believe it.

A furious effort is underway in the mainstream media to explain away NASA’s polar ice findings, but the
agency’s report speaks for itself. When the truth about “climate change” finally sinks in to the American people, it will take decades for the reputations of liberal journalists, government-funded science and the Democratic Party to recover.

